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If a script is potentially performance critical, you should alert users as soon as
possible. On mobile, thats a task for a Service Worker to do, and its also

important to show them the progress of the page loading, but also make sure
you track latency. So for web-based implementations of auto-updates with a

progress indicator, its important to say no to all these third-party script
snippets. Each ES Module has a built-in cache, that will store the last computed
value for 1 hour. A possible pattern is to use the built-in cache as a last resort,
and only update if the new computed value is already stored in the cache. And

we can use the cache even in non-module-based scripts, but if youre not careful
youll still end up with a nested set of caches Indeed, all of them handle the

fragments, but if youre planning to provide module-based JavaScript it is a good
idea to ensure that everything is cached properly. Then, you can use the built-in

modules.load() function to import modules only if they are specified in your
manifest file. Ideally, this should be the solution for the , since most of the

solution still relies on browsers acting as an HTTP cache. You can create a script
before the assets are injected in the DOM, so that they can be evaluated and

executed immediately. The script compiler will transpile the language into
JavaScript, so loading times are usually improved. Theres also no code to

compress or minify. The only limitation is that you cant use features that are
only available in languages like TypeScript or CoffeeScript.
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as part of his research, andreas did a performance analysis of the 6 standard
javascript framework he's most familiar with. he used font loading api to track

and measured the request and allocation costs for the frameworks, and found a
few interesting trends. browsers already perform resource caching on all

javascript files. on the other hand, browsers don't support webfonts on the
same cache, and font loading api did not provide any way to group requests for

webfont as a single request. otherwise, the 6 javascript frameworks did not
introduce large new performance costs, but support high costs of caching and

resource hoisting for older libraries. overall, the cost of including a javascript file
does not increase the compilation times for a “single file” website, but it can

increase the compilation times of an index.html – a small site can make some of
its pages non-responsive by loading too many javascript resources. because

web apps (index.html) are still usually smaller, the growth of a cumulative css
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size is a much larger concern. in font loading api, font face observer provides a
way to group requests to notify the browser of webfonts, but that has to be

done manually. there's no auto-inclusion of fonts into web fonts on this api (well
at least on first sight). anyway, font loading api deals with fonts at the cache

level, and does not support css features like font-display, so we need a
workaround. to achieve the goals stated in the first paragraph, we have to

consider the critical file size budget for css. developers have been asking for a
way to add styles from javascript for the past 20 years, and everyone wants

that: it's easy to code styles in javascript, and it lets them focus on the content,
instead of juggling a glob of half-defined styles together with a long array of

inline styles. but css and inline css are separate languages that cannot be freely
mixed. so what's the best way to get that css, and how can we fit our stylesheet

into the compilation process? 5ec8ef588b
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